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MAST INSTRUCTIONS
Please use this instruction sheet for installing the Mast and Sails.

❏ 1. Place the Bristol Bay on its stand. Lift the cabin gently and
release the port (left) and starboard (right) cabin hooks from their
retaining rings. It is also a good idea to remove the forward access
panel that is located between the mast support and the main hatch.

❏ 6. Be sure to run the receiver antenna through an antenna tube
and in turn, run the antenna tube up through the mast support.

❏ 2. Carefully remove the mast and sails from their packaging. Be
careful of the electrical wiring and plugs for the mast lighting. Do not
remove the twist ties holding the sails and rigging lines at this time.

❏ 7.

Insert the aft mast into the mast support with one hand
supporting the underside of the deck. The antenna tube will slide
up inside the mast as it is inserted into the mast support. Gently
twist the mast so that the running light is toward the port (left) side.

❏ 3. Examine the mast set carefully. The longer of the two masts is
the forward mast. Insert the lighting plug of the forward mast into the
round opening in front of the radio compartment as shown.
HELPFUL TIP: Straighten a paper clip leaving a hook at one end and
insert it into the forward access panel. Use the hook to help guide the
plug and wires through the floatation material and back into the main
hatch area. Plug it into its designated battery connector. Note: The
lighting connector can only fit into the battery connector one way.

❏ 8. Untie the tie wraps from around the mast holding the sails
and rigging lines. The rigging lines not only add to the looks of the
Bristol Bay, but they also secure and align the vertical mast. When
completed, all of the rigging couplers may not be completely
screwed together, this is normal. Note: The numerical sequence
in the photos may not match those of your model.

❏ 9. Start with the aft rigging lines and work you way forward to the
❏ 4. Insert the mast into the opening with one hand supporting
the underside of the deck as shown. Be sure that the lights are
toward the front of the boat.
❏ 5. Insert the lighting plug of the aft (rear) mast into the round
opening between the main hatch and the stern. Plug it into its
designated battery connector. Note: The lighting connector can
only fit into the battery connector one way.

bow. Attach the boom vang snap hook to the aft horizontal boom as
shown. The forward boom vang attaches using the same method.

❏ 10.

Screw each coupler set together matching the numbered
male and female couplers. You need only screw the couplers
together a few turns each until every coupler and rigging line is
assembled. Do not put excessive tension on the rigging lines or
the eyelets will pull out of the rigging coupler. If this happens,
apply CA glue to the threads of the eyelet and screw it back into
the rigging coupler.

ORDERING REPLACEMENT PARTS:
To order replacement parts for the AquaCraft Bristol Bay Fishing Boat, use the order numbers in the Replacement
Parts List that follows. Replacement parts are available only as listed and can be purchased from hobby shops
or mail order/ Internet order firms. Hardware items (screws, nuts, bolts) are also available from these outlets. If
you need assistance locating a dealer to purchase parts, visit www.hobbico.com and click on “Where to buy”.
If this kit is missing parts, contact Hobbico Product Support.
Replacement Parts List
Order #

Item

Description

HCAB7760.........3-Blade Propeller .....................1 propeller with 1 lock-nut
HCAB8703.........Rudder & parts.........................Rudder, rudder control arm, rudder
metal standoff, screw to secure arm
HCAB7860.........Drive System............................Stuffing tube and drive shaft, prop
coupler (drivedog)
HCAM7037........ESC forward/reverse .................ESC includes exact wiring as the
ESC included with fishing boat.
(motor wire with plugs, battery
wire with plug, receiver wire plug
and switch)
HCAG1060 ........550 Electric Motor ...................Includes motor wire with plugs
and capacitors installed
HCAB9200.........Cloth sails (3) ...........................Includes bow, midship and aft sails
with sail rigging lines attached.
HCAB9205.........Rigging Coupler Set (12) ..........12 male/female rigging couplers
HCAB9210.........Rigging Line.............................16' (5 meter roll)

Check out these other sensational AquaCraft boats!

HCAB27** Air force RTR
HCAB5027 Air Force ARR
HCAB26** Nitro Hammer RTR
HCAB12** Reef Racer
Check us out on the web at www.aquacraftmodels.com
and watch for more exciting AquaCraft releases coming soon!
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